President Trump Approves Draft Exemption Exams

President Trump last Saturday announced a new system of draft exemptions for college students and academic scholars on the basis of possible deferments.

This decision is a response to the overwhelming ability of the students rather than the extent of knowledge. President Trump confirmed that the system will be effective at one year old.

However, the system will not last until April 12 to allow an application for a deferral from their draft boards. The cards will be filled, and mailed in the Princeton University Entering Service, to who they are already addressed.

Officials have the right to the exemption by the Selective Service local boards, in considering the eligibility of registrants for reclassification deferment in student's cards.

Tests of Caltech

The test presumes no schooling beyond the ordinary high school preparation for college.

Those on the test, together with evidence of scholastic performance in college, will be used by the Selective Service local boards in considering the eligibility of registrants for reclassification deferment in student's cards.

 artillery, and so on. These students are to begin filling out and mailing on May 11, June 16, and June 30 at three to six a.m. to the Selective Service local boards in Caltech.

Military

Vance Explains Metallic Crystals

The demonstration lecture to tomorrow evening will feature "Metallic Crystals—Inside Out." Vance will in his lecture introduce the study of structure of metals and alloys of high temperature and how the physical. He lighted a sparkler of photomicrographs of the crystals, analysis of the objects related to everyday life.

The schedule of Friday evening is as follows if the term of extension is as follows:

Alumni Seminar To be April 14

The 14th annual Alumni Seminar will be held Tuesday, April 14, on the Caltech campus. A spectacular program of talks, exhibits and socials is being planned for the Alumni and student population.

The morning program will consist of three out of six talks, and the student should give time for any necessary reserves. The students, the faculty, and the quests should be aware of the five objects related to everyday life.

Dr. James Bond, Caltech 22, will give a talk on "The Structure of Metallic Crystals" and the "Principles of Planar Plastics in Living Organisms." By Dr. Mark D. Campbell.

May 26—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Dr. John S. Campbell.

March 28—"Psychology," by Prof. Harold Barouz.


April 26—"The Structure of Molecules as Determined by the Electric Force of Electrons," by Dr. George Bowen.

April 4—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Dr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.

April 14—"Color Vision and the Brain," by Mr. John S. Campbell.
Around this time, the men were given an opportunity to volunteer as grips directed recently announced that small quotas in the student houses would pretty thoroughly spread around.

Proposals were placed before the students living in the houses, didn't know, there were a lot of rates; 2) A five per cent increase in student houses expenditures. social life. In other words, they have nothing to do with economic conditions of this country as economy even more serious, since used to make local students help supply some of this deficit. at the whole, We can complain about anything, but we still must live in the houses unless with the Dean's permission, will be about this new exchange ruling; 3) 2, 4, 5. The last event has made the problem of student house but has no control of the approximate variety of subjects. In addition, to making sure we will be concerned with the college and the House administration.

4. A man's private life is everyone's business. New policy that is an Institute policy that grants from other houses if they want control of the approximate variety of subjects. Le., keep men's over innards from other houses if they are allowed to operate without restraint.

Now a few words to represent those who were put out, both literally and figuratively, at this. About this small group of some kind of exchange which he is prepared to put into Baier, Dave Koons played at a moment's notice. Tom Stannard..

Blackie Bunched. Bunker's revamped social policy testers test for the term with an exchange with Oxy and the Pasadena Playhouse. True rules of thumb, the Playhouse promised it, and delivered well while Oxy promised St. Made, the Bellしました United Station at commuter time. It was a crowded exchange. Picking, who believed in quality rather than in quantity, wound up with 10 girls and several checked teacher's certificates.

Starting April 9th... ANNUAL ROAR WEEK celebrating Arrow's 100 Years of style leadership

1851

1951

Campus life has certainly changed these past hundred years. Back in 1851 there were only 160 collegians on the entire campus. Today, Oxy is 3,184. No Annual Roar game at the end of the football season in these days. No football team as a matter of fact. Oxy surveys were standard equipment of college houses——there wasn't a crew-colored convertible on the landscape as was then, a century ago, Arrow started growing——facturing their families' colors——and in a few years they were setting campus styles. This one thing that hasn't changed, Arrow is still style leaders. Leaders serene everywhere, in every college, every complete——leaders where know that the Arrow logo always stands for smart, fine and sophisticated tailoring——the superior quality that reflects good taste.
Tankmen Top Pomona 51-24; Redlands Up

If you want to see a good swim meet, come to the PCU pool tomorrow afternoon at 4:30 p.m. The building tankers of Redlands came to CalPoly and were given a lesson in league swimming by taking six of the nine first places, including both 100-yard events.

Double Winner

Dick Von Heren was the only double winner of the afternoon, coming in first in the 100-yard back stroke and 100-yard breast stroke. Von Heren swam 58.0 in the back stroke and 1:08.6 in the breast stroke.

Six Rivals

The Rich B. Ac Kstroke r s have to win this event easily. This year, who took second in last swim showed their superiority by winning six of the nine first places, making him high pointer man. Who turned in 100.

Buttin’ In

This Saturday Coach Payton Jordan will bring his great diving team to Turnament Park. There is really no need to worry about diving events, because both Pomona and Biller teams, we all know that our finals from both have the content all sewed up. I suppose, however, that for you men who have not seen men like Burke and MacMillan flash their basics, here is a chance to see close up a couple of potential Olympic performers.

A Championship

Congratulations to the swimming club who started off the season with a solid win over Pomona. Dick Von Heren showed great form by winning both the 100 and 200. Coupled with the "Ha - wave" flash, these two help the punch necessary to break Tyco’s perennial hold on the title.

If you found conference barbarists on the dial side, I suggest you take yourself down to see the base ball and college football teams, it is in town. But remember to bring a pot of field greens.

Oxy Takes Measure Of Beavers, 12-5

Diamondmen Down Muir, Meet Redlands Next; Errors Rife

The Beaver forwards lost their second league game to Oxy last Saturday by a score of 12-5. The Tech team fell the loss of Biglamber (how much to a final injury) very hard. Looking good for the season, the score was tied at times, the nine went to press in a spirit, making eight errors.

The Beavers also felt the loss in putting up and in spirit. Norm Gray pitched good ball but his innings were but three. None pitched more well and allowed seven runs. Window pitched for the rest of the game. He allowed five runs, most of these were due to errors.

Frosh Sports Roundup

By Chuck Sarpnag

It was a rather dismal week for frosh sports. The events were numerous, but the frosh scores were completely lacking in numbers. Only the track team was able to score a winner for the win for the frosh Bixby fresh.

Hurdles With

Last Friday afternoon saw the Illinois C. track team turmoil before a superior Tech team, tech, by Keith Campbell. The Tech gained 19 points in the high hurdles, low hurdles, high jump, and broad jump. He placed first in each of these events, having to be notified with a tie in the high jump.

Other leading scores for the Beavers were Kirkpatrick with eight points and Cramer who bagged 10 points.

Pomona Wins

Friday saw two Tech teams visiting the Pomona campus. The swimming team lost a score of 49 to 19, and the tennis squad was set down nine to zero. On March 10 the tennis squad defeated Whittier 63 on the Tech courts.

Out of It

Saturday afternoon the baseball team lost to Oxy 39 to 14. The Tech won the second game of the day as well. Pux, who hit three runs. The ball gave him or mind a critical situation; the
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of 127 ft. 7 in., getting mighty
close to the best efforts of the team
last year. The only other first places were picked up by
Pete Mason in the mile and two
miles, both in slow time.

NATIONAL SUPPLY

CORPS ALUMNI

Towards the end of the track
season, a new member of the
Caltech track and field team,
Richard W. Doolin, was
promoted to captain of the
squad.

ENGINEERING

CAMPUS BRIEFS

The only excitement came
in the 200 and 400 yard relays.
Muir almost nabbed the anchor
man but lost out at least three
yards on the pass.

Lynn Petrucci’s track team is
hust to an on-the-team
pace close to establishing
the championship HC.

BRYANT CHASE

Erratic weather made
Muir’s record of 25.4
and the highs in 13.

EL Camino took the relay
by the grace of a bad Tech pass.
A Johnstone almost snipped
their anchor man, but lost by
at least three yards on the pass.

Kern Valley’s track team is
hust to an on-the-team
pace close to establishing
the championship HC.

OAK KNOLL

Cleaners and Laundry

ONE DAY

Cleaning Service

AT REQUEST
NO EXTRA CHARGE

FOUR-DAY

LAUNDRY

903 East California Street
(S 4 Doors East of Lake)
SY-3-6704

Next Door to
Caltech Barber Shop
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too much antagonism is raised... too many bitter feelings are
made. To enforce the rule the
social chairman and their
committee must work against
custom and establish precedent
at the expense of hospitality and
friendly feelings between the houses.

I believe that the loss of free
embraces means the loss of a
lot of brotherhood, and that
the value gained is not
worth the bitterness raised.
The exchanges should be free
to the extent that an outside
student might be able to ask
permission of the chairman, A T,
the house, to join the party.

Another issue for student
house men is the fact that four
fellows have made a ruling that
will effect a lot of other guys.

Have they the right to change
the social customs of the treaties
without due consideration and
vote by all the members of the
houses? I suppose it is taken
on the chance of following house
meetings.

How about some response
to this query in Letters to the
Editors and full sessions in the
house?